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Marshall Fun in Science & Social Studies 
(CNJ title = “Teacher creativity always a treat”) 

by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 
 
 

 Not surprisingly, Clovis Municipal Schools address Science and Social Studies 
across schools and grade levels. It’s always a treat, however, to come across unique 
lessons developed by our creative teachers. 
 At Marshall Middle School science teacher of 18 years, Darren Williams, recently 
held a unique culminating project to wrap up his unit on body systems in 7th grade Life 
Science. 
  Williams shared, “I have each student make a body part, and then we assemble 
into a ‘body’ for each class. On the day of the lab, I have students go through the ‘lab’, 
not only to see what the other classes have created, but also to answer questions 
relating to the body parts on the tables. Students seem to enjoy getting to see the 
other projects and also getting to see real organs, like cow hearts, sheep eyes, and 
animal brains” in preserving fluids that Williams provides for the class. 
 I only knew the bare facts when Marshall’s principal, Jennifer Longley, invited 
me to visit the “Frankenstein Lab in the dungeon.” One of Marshall’s staff escorted me 
to what is fondly referred to as “the dungeon,” an old, brick-lined storage room just off 
the old gym. Descending the short flight of stairs and entering the room, the sight of a 
roomful of body parts was somewhat alarming. Suddenly realizing I could no longer 
hear the cheerful sounds of the P.E. class, I felt a chill; surely it was only a coincidence 
that this coincided with Halloween.  
 Drawing hesitantly closer to the daunting collection of body parts spread across 
multiple tables, I had to chuckle, seeing the array of unusual materials these resourceful 
students had used to construct body parts: cardboard tubing; wiring; plastic; cotton 
swabs; sponges for lungs; egg carton spinal columns; plaster bones; clay; Styrofoam, 
and much more. Absolutely remarkable were the completed “skeletons” mounted 
around the room, assembled by students from the parts they’d made. 
 A Social Studies event at Marshall presented a dramatic contrast. NM History 
teachers, Allison Fowler and Stephanie Morgan, gathered students in the library for an 
interactive experience focused on the historic “Bosque Redondo,” historic site near 
Fort Sumner.  
 Ranger Grace Roybal not only recounted a remarkable history presentation for 
enrapt students, but shared wonderful Native American artifacts, including models of 
“tipis” and “hogans,” woven jugs and cradleboards. Fascinating stories clearly held 
students’ interest, who also enjoyed learning words in Native American languages.  
 What amazing teachers we have! 
 

Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy is the Instructional Technology Coordinator for the Clovis Municipal Schools and can be reached at 
cindy.kleynkennedy@clovis-schools.org 
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